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Significance o-r tbe Study 
Wrestling is an age-old sport that is becoming a major athletic 
attraction· in high schools and colleges throughout the nation and the 
world. One or the un£ortunate and often misused practices, which is 
an inherent pa.rt of wrestling today, is the process of weight reduction. 
Justified criticism has been placed upon "the·sport of wrestling because 
of the physiological ill-effects Which occasionally occtir when an 
excessive amount of weight is lost. 
Koll st.ates that the purpose of weight reduction 'in wrestling 
is to make an individual a more efficient and ef·fective competitor so 
that he can wrestle in a lower weight class. However, the author also 
states that it is essential the wrestler be at a weight at which he 
feels strong and his body can function at its greatest potential. A 
wrestler should· "cut" to gain efficiency, but should not try to m ake. a 
predeterinined:weight without consideration of his ability to function 
at that weight.1 
Because the process of weight reduc_tion i_s an integral part of 
wrestling and because there are.possible detrimental effects to the 
physiological well-being of a participant in wrestling as a result of 
�Bill Koll, "Piet Practices for Wrestlers," Amateur Wrestling 
�' 16114, September 24,. 1970. 
' •  . . 
2 
weight· loss,. tjie investigat.or f.elt it neces�ary to. s.tudy. the effects of 
a complete .season .of varisity wrestling on weight, percent body fat,· 
muscitlar.strength.and.endtirance, eJCpl-osiveness, agility, and cardio- · 
vascular :fitness of .wre stlers.· 
· Sta.tement -of the Problem 
·The purpose of. this investigation was to . study the physiological 
effe-cts of a sea-son o:f intercollegiate wrestling :upon weight, percent 
body fat·, musc:ular strength . and.· endurance; . explo .sivene s s, agility, and·. 
cardiovascular fitness. 
Hy-pothesis 
The· following hypothesis: was· ihvestigateda 
1. There is no change throughout a season o.f collegiate 
wre·st1ing on varsity wrestlers in weight, percent body fat, muscul.ar 
strength-and endurance� explo siveness; agility, · and cardiovascular 
fitness. 
Limitations and DeliMit�tions 
1. Five members from the·l970-1971 South Dakota State University, 
varsity.wrestling tea� were used as subjects • 
. 2. The subjects were tested on six occasions with approximately 
five weeks between tests • . The �irst test was adininistered on 
Octo�r 12--1.4, 1970, just prior to the start o:f the wrestling season, 
and the last test ·was administered five ·weeks after the completi·on of 
competition for each subject. 
J. An eighteen day-Christmas-holiday vacation period fell 
within the investigation period. 
4.  There were no restrictions o n  the dieting procedures used 
by the wr,estlers. 
5, Only the physiological parameters weight, percent body fat, 
muscular strength and endurance, explosiveness, agility, and cardio-
vascular fitness were measured, 
Definition of Te� 
Muscular strength. Muscular strength is the ability of a 
muscle or muscle group to exert maximum force in a single contraction.2 
Muscular endurance, Muscular endurance is the ability of a 
muscle to work against a moderate resistance over a period of time. It 
differs from muscular strength in that it reflects the ability of a 
muscle to contract and relax continuously over a period of time, 3 
Explosiveness. Explosiveness is the ability of an individual 
to forcibly propel himself in any direction on a given signal or 
stimulus. 
Weight reduction ( "cutting" ). Weight reduction is a term used 
in wrestling referring to the process of losing weight for the purpose 
2
carl E, Willgoose, Evaluation in Health Education and Physical 
Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1961), p. 105. 
. 3nonald K. Mathews, Measurement in Phrsical Education 
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1968 , 3:56. 
3 
or· ac;hieving a. p.rescribed weight limit in order to be qualified to 
wrestle �n a specific weight class .  · 
Agility • . Agility is the. ability of the body to· change• 
directions rapidly and accurately. 4. 
Simnli.f"ied Physical Fitness Index (PFI) . The Simplified Rogers 
PFI is· a test used to predict an individual's physical fitness: level�. 
The.test c onsists of pull-ups, push..;.ups ,  and leg strength; and the 
combined results of the se tests are ·compared with age , height , and 
weight norms. 5 • 6 ..,.. · 
Cardiovascular· enduranc� . Cardiovascular endurance refers to 
the ability of the circulatory and respiratory system to adjust to and 
.recover from the effects o_f
. 
exercise or work. ? 
4 
. . . 
Maximal oxygen intake (Maximal Vo2 ) • . Maximal Vo2 i s·the·maximum 
amount of oxygen that can be supplied to the active tissues of the body 
per minute . It is considered to be the best single indicator of 
cardiovascular endurance.8 
4aarold M. Ba�row. and Rosemary McGee , A Practical Approach to 
Measurement in. Physical Education. (Pl�.iladelphia: Lee and Febiger • · 1964), 
PP• 115-118'. ·· . . ;, 
. . · · 
5rr.· Harrison Clarke , Applicati on of Measurement to Health and 
Physical Education _(New Jersey s Prentice Hall, I nc. , 1967), p. 167. 
. . 
6Barry L. J ohnson and Jack K. Nelson, Pra�tical Measurement of 
Evaluation in Phvsical Education (Minneapoli�H :· Burgess  Publishing 
Company, 1969) ,· P• 335. · . · 
. . 7BarryL. Johnson and Jack K. Nelson , Practical Measurements for 
Evaluation.in Phvsical Education (Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing 
Company, 1970), p. 298. · . 
. . 8Paul Brynteson, "The Effects of Training Frequencies on the 
Retention of Cardiovascular Fitness , 0 (Unpublished Doctor ' s thesis ,  
Springfield College, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1969), P• 8 .  
· CHAPTER II 
�-nE'fll OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
The review of . related literature is divided.into five areas. The 
· first section .reports lite.ratu:re reviewed concerning the· effects of 
weight loss; the 'Second part contains literature reviewed related to 
body fat. Literature. related to the Physic.al Fitness Iridex (PFI) ·is 
inci.uded in the third ·section; agility in the fourth, ··and related liter• 
ature. on cardi.ov: scular f'itness in the last section . 
The purpose of the re.view of the related literature· was to !)ro­
vide information concerni·ng -the parameters investigated in_ this study 
and to become aequainted with techniques and methods U:sed· to· measure. 
these parameters by other investigators. Also, the results of. the· 
studies. reviewed aided in_the analysis and interpretation of the.results 
or the present study. 
Literature·RelAted to Weight Loss 
Medica1and related research �tudies.indicate that there is a 
deterioration of endurance . and ability to perform physical work in acute 
and semi�starva.tion stages. It has also been shown that there is a re­




·Riedman states that a 2.5 perc_ent 
body water.de:ficit.will result in a 25 percent body reduction in.work 
lcarl s. Blyth and BillW. Lovingwood, "Harmful Effects of. 
Crash Die.ting, .. The Athletic Journal, 4J: 30, :May. 1963. 
output. Other .factors affected by weight loss are a reduction in 
cardiovascular efficiency and maximum oxygen intake.
2 
Bock studied the effects of a 40-hour water restriction period 
upon the cardiorespiratory endurance of collegiate wrestlers. The 
investigation used ten members of the Ohio State University freshmen 
wrestling team and measured maximum oxygen intake, heart rate, core 
temperature, sweat loss, and dehydration weight loss. Bock measured 
6 
before and after the dehydration process. Total abstinence from water 
was observed. The group of subjects was diirided into two subgroups. 
I f 
One subgroup was permitted to eat and drink after the restriction period 
and were then tested; the other subgroup was tested before they were 
allowed to eat and drink. The investigator compared mean scores of the 
two subgroups on all items tested. From the results, he found that 
seven of the ten subjects had a reduced maximum oxygen intake folloWing 
dehydration, but that it was not significant. Heart rate was not signifi-
cantly affected by dehydration since more water was lost in the pre­
dehydration condition than in the post-dehydration condition.3 
2
sarah R. Riedman, The Physiology.of Work and Play (New York: 
Henry Holt Company, 1956), p. 441. 
3wi1liam Bock, ·"The Effects of Dehydration upon the Cardio­
Respiratory Endurance of Wrestlers" (Unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Ohio 
State University, Columbus, 1965), PP• 1-64. 
· . Elf'en:bau.m conducted. a study· to .qetermine ·the effects of· various 
. . . 
degrees of rapid weight loss pri�arily because of· dehydration on 
selected physiological variables. The.variables-under investigation 
7 
were strength, maximum oxygen consumption, h�art rate, core temperature, 
and exercise "W"eight loss. · T_he weight reduction of three subjects was 
controlled by means ·o.f limited liquid intake, exercise, and a sweat_ .  box. 
or the items tested, strength scores were generally unaffected by 
rapid weight reduction.up to 6.63 percent of body-weight loss� One 
subje.ct reduced 9.26- percent showing an increase of 20 pounds_:i.ri grip. 
strength, but push-pull strength measurements decreased.· Elfenbaum 
concluded by stating that weight reduction beyond a. J.98 percent of body 
weight tends · to be hazardous .• 4 · 
Edwards conducted a study. to dete?-mine if quick weight loss by 
semi-starvation .and dehydration would cause a deterioration in strength 
and endurance or college wrestle.rs. The subjects were tour college and 
former.college athletes. Str�ngth tests consisted of push-ups, pull-ups, 
and right and le.ft hand grip. A treadmill run comprised the endurance 
test. Edwards .stated. :from his results that the strength of wrestlers 
wou1d not be decreased because of semi�starvation and' dehydration weight 
loss. up to six or seven percent.- Endurance was found to be decidedly 
4Louis E1fenbaum, "·rhe Physiological Effects of Rapid Weight 
Loss Among Wre·stlers" (Unpublished Jf.18.ster' s thesis, University of North 
Carolina, AsheVill·e, 1951) ,. PP• 1-52. 
shortened.by semi•sta:rv�tion and dehydration weight loss of six 
t . . 5 perce:n o.r more�.· .. 
8 
Bock reports th�t:.(lt.fl� found that wrestlers who reduced their · 
. . 
· bodlT veight from a r�ge of .+.wo to thirteen pounds tended to increase 
6 
their.strength, speed, and.chances of winning. ·Tµttle, from his 
finding, states that· a. wrestler may safely.lose weight up to five percent. 
of his body weight without sti.ffering any. harmf�_effects. Over a one­
we.ek · per.iod he found no detrimental ef.fect on· the physiological responses 
investigated except a slight_increase in heart rate and a slight 
decrease in· vital ca:pacity.7 
. Tipton and Tchery conducted c;1. ·study on 74-7 . wrestlers from 30· · 
Iowa hi:gh schools and found that there was an average weight· loss· of 
6.8 pounds, with most of the loss occuring during the final ten days 
before ·a match. Each wrestler wa·s weighed' on four occasions and the 
results were a.nalyzed by a computer. After the· s·eason ended, the 
wrest1ers. gained an average of 13.6 pounds. Th_e two doctors stated that 
high school wrestlers may-be endangering their health. by excessive weight 
loss in a short time. Dehydration and food deprivation may a:lso be 
5JenningsByran Edwards, "A Study of the Effect of Semi-Starvation 
and Dehydration on Strength and _Endurance-with Reference to College 
Wrestling " : (Unt>ublished Ma:ster' 5 thesis ; University of North Carolina, · 
· Asheville, 1951), _pp •. 1-.52. · . 
6 . . . Bock, - op. cit. , p. · B. 
7w. W. Tuttle; "The Effects of Weight Loss by Dehydration and the 
Withholding of Food on the Physiological Responses of Wrestlers,.'" 
ResearehQua.rterly, 141158-.:166, March, -1943. 
affecting academic per£ormance, and.they concluded by saying that 
medical supervision was desirable when a weight loss exceeds seven 
percent· of an ideal weight.8 
Singer and Weiss studied the e-ffects of a one-week's weight 
red�ction period on eighteen selected anthropometric, physical, and 
performance measures of ten members of the Illinois State University 
wrestling team. The subjects were tested each da.y to determine at 
what percentages of body weight loss the measures became significantly 
affected. Body weight. girths, and skinfold measurements were taken 
each day. A cable tensiometer was used to test strength in the a.rms 
and legs. The Harvard Step Test was used as the performance measure. 
9 
From their findings, Singer and Weiss state that rapid w�ight :reduetion 
appears not to significantly affect strength and cardiovascular endurance 
and that response times of the subjects became significantly faster with 
the we.ight loss. The investigators stated that a wrestler may lose up 
to seven.percent of his body weight without adversely affecting the 
9 
factors.which are apparently related to wrestling performance. 
Polo studied the strength changes throughout a season of 
wrestling of eleven varsity wrestlers at Montana State' University. A 
8charles Tipton and Tse-Kia Tcheng, "Iowa Wrestling Study, Weight 
Loss in High School Students," Journal of American Medical Association, 
21411269-1274, November 16, 1970. 
9Robert N. Singer and Steven A. Weiss, �'Effects of Weight . 
Reduction on Selected Anthropometric, Physical and.Performance Measures 
of Wrestlers," Research Quarterly, 39:361-369, May, 1968. 
10 
cable t e�siometer was used to.measure the.strength of ma j or.movements of� 
the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints which were measured five .different· 
ti mes throughout .the course of the season. The . c onclusions drawn indi-
cated a n  a pparent general str ength· decrea s e  a s  the .sea son progres sed 
which was followed by an apparent general increase after one week of 
limit ed training. and two weeks. prior to the .· end of the c ompetitive 
season. There was also an increa se s ix we eks after the end of organized 
team prac tice a nd c ompetition. lo 
Byram studied the eff'ects. ·of weight· reduction on s trength . and 
muscular endurance on �ourteen wre stlers at the University of Iowa. Seven 
subject s cut weight and seven did not . All were tested· for strength in 
the f'orearm, lower leg, and trunk regi ons .  ·Circular-respiratory endur-
ance wa s te sted by using a modification of the Carlson Fatigue Curve Te.st� 
Te sts. were given eac h  week for five weeks .  ·weight reduction was from· 5 
to 20 perce nt of body weight. From the data collected, it wa s c oncluded 
that·weight reductio n  had no detrimental effect on the strength, muscular 
endurance, or c ircular-re spiratory endurance. of the college wrestlers.11 
.. Englund inve stigated t he effect of rapid and extreme weight re� 
duction upon the physical eff'i c ie ncy of -wre stlers and.the relati onship 
lO
John Francis Polo, 0 Strength Changes of Collegiate Wrestlers 
Du:ring a nd Following Their Competitive Season," (Unpubli shed Ma s ter's 
thesis; Montana State University, .Mis soula, 1964}, PP• 1-43. 
11Howard Byram, "Effec ts o f Weight Reduction on Strength
.
and oh. 
MuscUlar· Enduranc e" (Unpublished Ma ster's thesis, Unive�sity of Iowa�. 
Iowa City, . 1953 ) , PP• 1-42. 
. ·  . . . 
11 
·between physica1 :effici�ncy· of Wrestlers and their percent loss e>f body 
weight • .  Sixty-six collegiate wrestlers from six teams were used as 
subjects and were tested over a three-week period, using an adapted 
. Harvard Step Test to measure physical efficiency. From· the data it was 
. concluded that �sical efficiency was not significantly affected by a 
4.41 percent mean loss of body weight. It was indicated that there was 
no significant relationship existing between physical efficiency and 
rapid and. extremre weight loss.12 
In a stud.y by Schuster, twenty students from the require.d physical 
education progr at ·the Pennsylvania State University were selected as 
subjects and were ·trained a·:fld -et>nditioned for wrestling competition in 
an attempt to· de rmine the effects of rapid weight reductio� upon the 
endurance and per!'ormance of wrestlers • .  After this conditioning period, 
three endurance tests consisting of push-ups, squat-thrusts and the 
bicycle ergometer were given. From the results obtained, �he t ratio 
showed no·signif1cant difference in endurance and performance in 
wrestlers who had reduced their body weight by ten pounds.in a seven-day 
period. The data indicated that wrestlers in good physical condition may 
safely lose up to seven percent of their body weight without any harrrt.ful 
effects.13 
12John H. Englund, "A Comparative Study of Cardiovascular Adjust­
ment to Rapid and Extreme Weight Reduction in College, Wrestlers••--
· 
(Unpubli shed Doe or of Ed. dissertation, Colorado State College, Greeley,-
1962), pp. 1-46._ 
. 
. 13Abraha:m::· z. Schuster,. "The Effects of Rapid Weight Reduction on 
the Endurance and Performance of Wrestlers" (Unpublished Master's thesis, 
. The Pennsylvania State University,· Unive-rsity Park, 1954), PP• 1-36. · · 
12 
Stimmary.. The conclusions drawn from the above studies show 
disagreement concerning how much· weight reducti.on· can take place before 
detrimental effects, if at all, take plac�. In those studies lasting up· 
to ten days in length,. four investigators stated that weight loss can be 
made up to sev�n percent or the body weight.14,15,l6,17 Elfenbaum and 
Tuttle's findings were somewhat lower,· stating that weight loss beyond 
a reduction of 3.98 and five percent respectively, �as hazardous.18,19 
Only Bock, in his 40�hour water restriction period.study, found that. -
there were no significant ·c hanges in the parameters measured.20 The 
studies lasting from three to five weeks found that there were no sig­
nificant changes resulting from reductions in weight of 4.41 percent 
in one study ·and up to 20 percent in another.21,22 However,.detrimental 
changes were observed in those areas tested in the studies lasting an 
t. 23,24 en ire season. 
14Edwards, loc. cit. 
l5Tipton and Tcheng, loc. cit. 
16singer and Weiss1 loc. cit. 
17 Schuster; loc. cit.· 
1�lfenbaum, loc. cit. 
19ruttle, loc. cit. · 
2'13ock, loe. cit. 
21Englund, loc. cit. 
22Byram, loc. cit. 
23Riedman, loc. cit. 
24P 1 ·1 •t 
. 
0 O, OCe C;l • 
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Literature Rel�ted to Body Fat 
Sloan states that the measuring of body i'at and body density has. 
·been considered a £airly accurate way of predicting and determining the 
condition of individuals throughout a season of play• ·The still common' · 
practice of assessing the degree of obesity of an i·ndividual· by com� 
paring body weight with the mean weight for height� sex,, and age of' a 
population is unsatisf'actory for research pu.r-poses. 25 Thomps.on, Buskirk, 
and Goldman brought attention to the skinfold method as one deserving 
more _attention in physical education research. -The skinfold procedu�e 
is a rapid, precise, and an inexpensive. method for estimating body fat.26
· 
In a study by Anderson, the effects of a nine�week physical 
conditioning program on total body weight, percentag.e of. t_otal body :fat, 
and body density of male college ·students· was studied. Three skin.fold. 
sites--the abdomen, chest, and upper arm--were used. The subjects were 
86 college men enrolled in Pennsylvania State University during the 
winter term of 1965. The subjects were divided into experimental and 
control groups. The experimental group did a vigorous conditioning 
program three times a week· for nine weeks: the control group did nothing 
but eve�Jday activities. Body weights and fat measurements were taken. 
· 25A. w. Sloan, "Estimation of Body Fat in Young Men,..•.•' ::Journal 
of Applied Physiology, 2J: Jll-315, September, 1967 • . 
26c. W. Thompson, E. R.· Buskirk and R. F. Go�d.man, "Changes in . 
Body_ Fat,. Estimated Skin.fold Measurements of College, Basketball �nd · . 
Hockey Players during a Sea.son," Re search Quarterly, 27:418-430, 1956�-
2. 72 11 g 
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The results indic:ated that the experimental group showed a signifi_cant 
decrease .in body fat and a significant increase in.body density.27 
The use of skinfolds to determine changes in body composition 
associated with conditioning and training was investigated in a study 
by Thompson. Three skinfold measurements, the abdomen, chest and arm of 
-· varsity footbal1 players were taken before and at the end of a.season of 
intercollegiate competition to study the changes in bodily composition 
that occurs with conditioning and training. Although body weight did 
not change significantly, significant losses occurred from the three skin-. 
fold sites. Body density, determined from the skinfold measurements, 
increased with e loss of body fat. Body composition was changed with 
conditioning and training in the varsity football players," pr.esumably 
28 
with an increase in muscle mass and other bodily components. 
· 
A study by Walker found that fat changes showed a significant de­
crease
. 
of arm and abdominal measurements at the .05 level of confidence, 
but that changes in cheek measurements failed to reach the desired level 
of significance :l.n track and field athletes.
29 
27
Richard E .  Anderson, "The Effects of a Physica1 Conditioning 
Program on Body Fat and Body Density" (Unpublished Master's thesis, 
Pennsylvania State University; University Park, 1965), PP• 1-68. 
28c1em w. Thompson, "Changes in Body Fat, Estimated From Skinfold 
Measurements of arsity College Football Players during a Season," 
Research Quarter�y, J0:87-93, March, 1959. 
29Richard Arnold Walker, ,.Changes in Body Fat as Computed from 
Skinf old Measurei::ents of College Track and Field Athletes �uring a 
Season· of Competi.tiou and Training" (Unpublished Mas.
tar's thesis, South 
Dakota State Uni: ersity, Brookings, 1959), pp.1-56. 
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Cook inve stigated the physiologi cal effects of a sea son of 
. . . 
varsity · swimming and training on s·elected bodily response s of swimmers . · 
He stated from his findings that no particu+ar trend was found for per­
cent body · f"at because the regre ssion equati ons were not sigili:f'i cant . - He 
attributed thi s re sult to the low initial mean percent body fat . 30 
In a study by Ball over a sea son of c ompetitive football on 
selected physiological parameters , the inve stigator found there wa s no · 
significant lo s s  in percent b ody fat . He continued to state that the . 
insignificant loss of body fat inight be attributed to the fact that the 
mean percent wa s low to start with and that the sea son of c ompetitive 
football was not · strenuous enough to si·gm:ficant!y "reduce it fn.rther �  31 
Eidsne ss inve stigated the change s in selected cardiovascular 
fitne ss and body measurement s of collegiate varsity ba sketball players 
during and following a sea son of training and competition . Hi s findings 
showed percent body fat did not decrease significantly and attributed 
thi s  re sult to the low initial mean percent body .fat . 3
2 
3<\ii lliam George C ook , "The Physiological Effects of a Sea son of 
Varsity Swinnning C ompetition and Training on Selected �odily Re sponse s . of 
Swimmers" ( Unpubli shed Ma ster ' s the si s ,  South Dakota. State University, 
Brookings, 1971 ) , pp. 1-83 • 
.31rhoma s Arthur Ball, "Change s  in the Physical C onditie>n of 
C ollege Football Players Throughout a C ompetitive Sea son" (Unpublished 
Ma ster ' s the si s ,  South Dakota State University, Brookings , 1971 ) ,  ·. 
pp .  1-.59. 
32J ohn Lee Eidsne s s, " The Effec ts of a C ollegiate Ba sketball 
Sea son on Selected Fitnes s  Mea surement s" ( Unpubli shed _ Ma ster ' s  the si s ,  
South Dakota State University , Brookings , 1971 ) , PP• 1-46. 
, · ·• . · ... 
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Literature Related to the Physical . Fitne s s  Index (PFI) 
Rogers �ite s that the positive and high relationship of muscular . ·  
· strength to general health , physical fitne ss or .. cap_acity for activity" : · 
can hardly be questioned. With no strength there «?an. be no physical 
activity, and when muscular strength is
.
low, all other . life functions 
. are· handicapped. 33 Chamberlain and Smiley stat� that the Physical 
Fitne ss Index (PFI ) developed by Rogers on the ba si s of �trength te sts 
is sufficiently objective to be of excellent advantage to · physical · 
educators a s  a mea sure of physical fitne ss for big muscle activiti·e s . 34 
Rogers •  original PFI was a test used to predict an individual ' s 
physical fitne s s  level and c onsi sted of seven te st items . The te st 
items included the following : right and left grip strength , back lift 
strength , · 1eg lift strength , pull-ups , push-up s ,  and lung capacity. A 
strengt}i . index wa s  calculated by adding the number o·r pull-ups anq 
push•ups and then multiplying the value by the an swer obtained from ·· 
the following formula s  
weight (in pounds) + height (in inches )  - 60 
10 
· , . 
The resultant score was then added to the scores in po�nds for the grip 
strength te sts ,  the back and leg lift s ,  and the lung capacity score in . 
3�rederick Rand Rogers , · "The Significance of Strength Te sts 
in Revealing Physical C ondition , "  Re search Quarterly, 5 : 43-46, 
October , 1934 . . . 
34cari G.  Chamberlain and Dean F .  Smiley, . "Functional Health and . 
. the Physical Fitne s s  Index, 0 . Re search Quarterly, .2 : 193 , March , 1931 . 
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cubic inches . to achieve the total Strength Index. · The PFI wa s then de- -
termined by consulting a table of strength index norms ba sed upon sex , 
weight , and age . 35 
C larke and Carter conducted a study using all of Rogers ' original 
items in an attempt to shorten the te st . Through multiple correlation 
and regre s ·sion, they shortened the te st and .applied different regre s sion 
equations for different age groups .  For college students ,  the te st 
consi sts of a strength index ( SI )  battery consi sting of only one strength 
and two muscular enduran�e te sts ,  which consideral;:>ly reduced the · number 
of te sts usually taken for the PFI . Leg lift was used for the strength 
test and pu11-ups were used for muscular endurance te sts . 36 The SI was 
then placed into the PFI formula used by Clark� . 37 
Seymour t.ren completed a follow-up · study in order to substantiate 
the work done by Clarke and Carter. Results from Seymour ' s . study also 
were identical in nature to the results of Clarke and Carter . Seymour 
state s that a reduction in te st items may sati sfactorily be introduced 
in the PFI te sting without lo s s  of appreciable accuracy in the re sult s . 38 
35Barry L .  Johnson and Jack K .  Nelson ,  Practical Mea surement of 
. Evaluation in Physical Eclucat-ion -,(Minneapoli s a Burgess Publi shing 
Company,  1969) , pp . J34-JJ5. 
36ii . Harri son Clarke and Gavin H .  Carter , "Oregon . Simplificati ons 
of the Strength and Physical Fitne s s  Indice s , " Re search 
·
Quarterly, 
. 30 1 3.-lO , March , 1959 • 
. 37H . Harri son . C larke, Application of Mea surement to Health and 
Physical Educati on ( New Jersey s Prentice Hall · Inc . , i967) ,  P • 16? . 
· 38Emery w. Seymour ; "Follow-up Study on Simplific.ation of Strength 
and PFI , "  Re search Quarterly, May, 1961 • .  
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Literatii:re Related . t.o Agility 
Se.hma.kel fee1s that agility is so important that .an· athleb;, _ must 
practice and repeatf daily all his techniques so that eve-ryth±ng becornes � .  
·habit.. He states that 0excellence is won by training · and habit .• o39 
Tipps believe ·s that speed, agility and reaction are. factors that . .  
must be . developed.4o Ra.pp and Calahan have developed _ practice _ and 
training periods for the development of the qualities of speed, agility, 
and reaction. 41, 42 · 
Several research studies have been conducted on the· development 
of agility with mixed results. 
Tschetter .found that a training period of five weeks for five 
days per week had no .sig�ficant effect on speed �nd ability to change 
directions. However. it was effective for improving dyn�mic ba.lance . 43 
Smith ,  on the other hand , studied the e!fec.ts of selected d�ills 
on agility. Forty-nine male volunteers from basic physical education 
39wa.rren H .  P. Schmakel ,  "Defensive Drills to Teach Agility _ and 
Reaction, 11 Sl.immer Manual, American Football Coaches Associati on ,  1962, . 
PP • . 42-44. . 
40Tom Tipps , "Defensive Line Drills, '' Proceedings of the 38th 
Annual Meeting , Sunmter Manual , · American Football Coaches Associ ation ,  · 
J_
anuary 9-11 ,  1961, PP •  94-98. 
41Vic Rapp , "Physical Fitness for Football , n Sum.mer Manual, 'l'he 
American Football C'oache s Association, 1966; PP • 44-46. 
42Ray Callahan and Joe Bro\om , " The Univer sity of Cincinnat:i. '  s · 
Winter Conditi oning Program , " Summer Manual , The American . Football 
Coache s  Association.9 1968, P •  63-64. 
. 4Jo0u:glas Lee T sche tter , "Effects o f  - Selected Football Drills on 
Agilityn . ( Unpubli shed Ma ster ' s thesis , South Dakota State University ; 
Brookings , 1965) .  PP• 1-25. 
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cla sse s were divided into four .training groups and one control group . He 
state s from hi s re sult s that a gility can be significantly improved _to a 
greater extent and rate through the performance of certain agility drills 
as oppo sed to other agility drills . 44  
Literatu.re Re late d  t o  Cardiova scular Fitne s s  
Henry and Berg evaluated a variety o f  performance te sts th�t have 
bee n  advocated and used a s  mea sure s of cardiore spiratory endurance . 
Findings indicated that the longer the run i s, the more effective and 
accurate measurement depi cting change s in physi cal c o ndition take s place . 
Reaction s t o  moderate work are unreliable because the ea sier the work , 
the le s s  clear cut the difference between fit and unfit . 45 Riedman 
points out that exerci se increa se s the heart rate to the greate st extent 
and that thi s increa se i s  proporti onal t o  the severity of the ta sk . 46 
Riedman c ontinue s by stati ng that slower re sti ng pul se rate s i� 
trained subject s are one i ndi cati on of the economy of effort that i s  
characteri stic of the athlete . The trained person ha s a greater range 
in re sponse to work becau se it is pos sible in the heart of the untrained 
or weakened person . An even more important index of physical fitne ss i s  
the speed with which the heart rate o f  the trained person returns to 
· .  _-.�-\.�• . \. . . ... . ·. _:,. .' 
44Ri chard Charle s Smith , "The Effects of Se lected Drills Upo n  the 
Improvement of Agility" (Unpubli shed Master ' s  the si s ,  South Dak ota 
State Uni ver sity, Brooking s , 1969 ) ,  PP• 1-95. 
45F . M. Henry and W. E .  Berg , 
"Physiological. and 
Per!orma.nce 
Changes . in Athletic C onditioning , "  J ournal of Applied Physi ology, 
3 a lOJ-11l , August , 1950 . 
46R . . �-· . .  t P •  264. ieuman, op. ci . ,  
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. the re �ting level. 
4? 
Arter an ·extensive amount of work, the respiratory and cardio-
va scular systems cannot make any further adjustments to the increa sing 
work load . This i s  the point when the maximum amount of oxygen � that can 
be supplied and utilized by the tis sues is reached. Thi s maximum amount 
of oxygen can be mea sured and i s  termed the maximal oxygen uptake or 
aerobic capacity • . �ost physiologi st s use this measure a s  an indication 
of man ' s phySical. ·fitnes s .  48 • 49 • .50 
Knehr and his associate s found a seven percent increase in maximum 
OJC37gen uptake for fourteen men that were studied over a period qf six 
months of physical training. An untrained man can have a maximal oxygen 
uptake of about wo liters per minute and an athlete or trainer pers on 
may have an oJcygen uptake of four liter s or more . 51 Robinson and . 
Harmon studied nine nonathletic individuals and found an 18 percent 
. .  ,. increase . in maximum. oxygen uptake at the conclusion of a training 
period • .52 
47Riedman, op. cit . ,  PP • 26.5-266. 
48tawrence E , Morehouse and August T .  Miller, Physi ology of 
Exerci .se · (St. Louis : The c . V .  Mo sby C ompany, 196J) , p �  258. 
49Peter V. Karpovich, Physi ology of Muscular Activity 
(Philadelphia s  · . , B . Saunder s Company, 1965) , P •  110 • 
.50nonald K .  Mathews, et . al . ,  Physi ology of Mu scular Activity 
and Exe rci se (New York : The Ronald Pre s s  Company, 1965) , . p . 324 • 
. 5lc ,  A. Knehr ,  D. B .  Dill and W .  Newfield , "Trai ning and it s  
Effect on Nan a t  Re st and a t  Work, " American Journal o f  Physi ol ogy,, 
136 : 14�156, Ma:rch, 1942 . 
· 52s. Robins on and p .  M .  Harmon, "The Effect s of Training and o:f Gelatin Upon Certain Fact ors wbich Limit Muscular Work , " Ameri can J ournal of Physiology , 133 : 161-169 , . May, 1941 . 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS Ai.'lD PROCEDURE 
Source of Data 
Twelve fre shmen and varsity wre stlers of the 1970-71 South 
Dakota State Univer sity Wre stling Team were originally selected a s  
slibjects for thi s  study . The subjects were cho sen by the head wre stling 
c oach at South Dakota State University and the inve stigator on the 
basis of individual won�lo s s  records of the 1969-70 season and their · 
predicted participation in var sity competition during the 1970-71 sea­
son .  · For final te st purpo se s ,  however ,  only five of the original twelve 
subjects were used because four quit the wre stling team for va.·ri.ous 
reasons , one becau se he l eft school , one because he had l'vre stled a total 
of on1y two matche s  on the junior varsity level , and one because he c on­
tinued training for international c ompetition following the wre stling 
season. Table I li sts the subjects , their age , height , weight cla s s , and 
won-1o s s  rec ords for the 197 0-71 wre stling sea son . 
Organi zation of the Study . 
Data for the variable s  except cardi ovascular fitne s s  were c ollected . 
from all sub jects on six occa sions. Cardi ova scular fitne s s  was not te sted 
on all occasi ons becau se of c onflicts in schedule , and it wa s felt by the 
wre stling c oach and the inve stigator th.it the fatigue factor from the te st 
coul� have a detrimental effect on the ability of the wre stlers to per- . 
form in practice and po s sibly in compe tition .  The data on cardiova scular 
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TABLE . I 
WON-LOSS RECORDS 1970-1971 
Weight a 




69* .. 150 
71" ·158 
22 
Won Los s Tie 
16 a · 2 
8 11 0 
22 4 0 
7 4 0 
23 2 1 
Bweight cla ss in which the sub ject wrestled in at the latter part 
0£ the se.a son . 
bwre stled at 142 early in the season . 
�re stled at 150 early in the sea son. 
<\vrestled at 167 early in the sea son .  
8wre stled a t  167 early in the sea son . 
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-
the subject had to be rete sted ; but the inve stigator had allowed too 
much time to elapse before computing the te sts re sult s after the te st 
to have a makeup test valid . 
The first te st of all variable s except cardi ova scular fitne s s  wa s 
given during the week before the opening of wre stling practice , 
October 12-14 .  Subsequent data were collected on November 26-28, 
January 5-7 , February 9-11 , March 9-11 , and the final te st data were 
collected five weeks after completion of competition for each subject . 
During each te sting period the subject s were mea sured for wei ght , per-
cent body fat , muscular strength and endurance , explosivene s s ,  and 
agility. Cardi ova scular fitne s s wa s mea sured on three occa sion s ; 
November 22-26 , February 2-6, and the third te st being taken five weeks 
after c ompleti on of competiti on for each subject. 
Collection of th e Data 
The variable s analyzed were cho sen becau se of their relati onship 
to wre stling . Since the lo s s  of weight is an important pha se of 
wre stling , weight change s were analyzed . In addition to actual weight 
mea surement , percent body fat wa s mea sured to add addit�onal information 
in regard to change s in the body c ompo siti on a s  a re sult of the wre stling 
sea son . 
Muscular strength and endurance , which are critical to a wre stler ,  
were mea sured by the use o f  the Simplified Physical Fitne s s  Index (PFI ) . 
Explo sivene s s and a gility were al s o  analyz ed because of their importance 
to performance of wre stlers. 
24 
Cardiovascular fitnE)ss i s  also a vit-al .asset to a wrestler • s 
perform.an�e . Maximal oxygen uptake was selected to measure the level of 
. and changes in cardiovascular fitness  because it is considered the best 
measure of a man ' s cardiovascular fitness. 1 ' 2 The following sections 
describe how these measures were administered. ·A ll raw data on mea-rsure-
ments collected appear in Appendix B, Tables v· through XII. 
Measurement of weight , height and percent body fat. The mea sure-::oo 
ment of weight wa s taken by the use of a Fairbanks balanced scale . The 
subjects were attired only in shorts and wrestling shoes .  Weight was 
recorded to the nearest pound. Height was taken and recorded to the 
nearest one-half inch . 
To measure body fat, the researcher used the procedure a s  out].j,ned 
by .Forsyth .  Two skinfold measurements were taken with the use of _Lange 
S.kinfold Calipers.  The two measurements were in the abdominal and · 
subscapular regions on the right side of the body. For the abdominal 
skinfold, the thumb and forefinger of the left hand was · ·held approX1-
mately one inch apart, grasping gently but firmly a vertical skinf'"old 
midway between the umbilicus and the tip of the iliac ere.st.  The width 
of the skin was kept small but still possessed a definite fold, with the 
measurement taken at the crest of the fold. The calipers were then 
1
Peter v .  Karpovich , Physiology of Muscular Activity (Philadelphia : 
W. B • . Saunders  Company, 1965) ,  P • 110. 
2Lawrence E .  Morehouse and Augustus T. Miller, fhysiology of 
Exerci se ( St . Loui s &  The c .  V .  Mo sby Company, 196.3) ,  P •  258. 
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. placed approximately one millimeter away from the thumb and forefinger ,  
and the skinf old reaching was taken and recorded t o  the neare st one-
hal£ millimeter. 
The subscapular measurement wa s done in the same manner only with 
a diagonal skinf old located approximately one inch beneath the lower 
edge of the inferior angle of the scapula . Three readings were taken 
at each site 'With the mode· (if .  there wa s one ) or mean being r·ecorded in 
millimeters .  Forsyth ' s  formula with a multiple correlation of . 86 and a 
-
standard error of e stimate of . 005 wa s used to d�termine body density s 3 
Y=l . 02415 - . 00169 • X15 + . 00444 • X1 - . 0013 • X12 
Y repre sents the estimated body density, X15 the subscapular skinfold 
reading , x1 repre sents height in decimeters,  and x12 repre sents .. the 
umbilicus reading . The formula used by Forsyth and attributed to 
Brozek wa s applied to find the percent bodY\ fat fro� the body density.4 
percent body fat = 4.5?0 - 4.142 
body density 
Simplified Physical Fitne s s  Index (PFI) . 5 The Simplified PFI 
te st wa s given to te st muscular strength and endurance .  In thi s te st , 
�arry L .  Forsyth , "Estimation of Lean Body �eight in Mala. 
Athlete s" (Unpubli shed Doctoral di ssertation , Springfield C olle ge , March , 
. 19?0 ) ,  PP • 1-126 .  
4Josef Brozek , "Den sitometric Analysi s o f  Body C ompo sition s · . 
Revi sion of Some Quantitative As sumption s , " Annals of New York Ac ademy 
of Sci ence s , 110 : 131 , 196J, 
5if. Harri son Clarke , Apolication of Mea surement to Health and 
Physi cal Educati on (New Jersey s  Prentice Hall Inc . , 1967) , P •  156. 
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push-ups , pull-ups ,  and leg strength were used as  the mea suring variable s .  
Push-ups were performed on the parallel bars . When doing push-ups , each 
subject started on the parallel bars supporting the body with arms fully 
extended .  He then lowered himself until hi s upperarin and forearin formed 
a 90-degree angle . The re searcher ' s  fi st was placed in such a po siti on 
that it touched the subject ' s  upperarm when a 90-degree angle wa s formed . 
Upon contact with the re searcher ' s  fi st , the subject would then rai se 
himself until hi s arms were again fully extended. Each subject would 
repeat thi s process  as many time s a s  he could without re sting , pausing , 
kicking , or ustng any other means to help complete the movement . Data 
were recorded in the number of succes sful push-ups completed . (Push-ups 
completed in thi s manner are called .. dips" by some authors ) .  
The pull-ups were completed using the rings .  Each subject 
started by grasping the rings by the hands with the arms fully extended. 
He then pulled himself up until the chin was level with the hands , after 
which he lowered himself until the arms were again fully extended.  Each 
repeated thi s  proce ss  a s  many times a s  po ssible without pausing , re sting , 
kicking , swaying or using any other means to help complete the movement .  
Data were recorded i n  the number o f  succes sful pull-ups completed. 
Leg strength wa s measured by the use of the leg dynamometer .  
Each subject held a 22-inch bar with both hands together in the center 
of the bar with the bar in approximately a mid-thigh position . Care wa s 
taken to maintain thi s  position after the belt had been put in place and 
also during the lift . The loop end of the belt wa s slipped over one end 
of the cro s sbar with the free end of the belt around the other end
 of the 
bar ,  tucking it iii and under so that it rested next to the body .  The 
belt was placed a s  low a s  possible over the hips and gluteal muscles .  
The feet were parallel and about six inche s apart . The knee s were bent 
to an angle of 120 degrees whi ch was measured by a goniometer . A chain 
was then hooked to the crossbar and the dynamometer. The arms and back 
were kept straight and the subject ' s  head erect and the che st up . On a 
given signal the subjects tried to straighten their legs and lift 
maximally. Each subject was given three triais ,  the best trial being 
6 
recorded in pounds pulled. 
The recordings  for the push-ups ,  pull-ups , and leg strength 
27 
were then placed in the following formulas to calculate the strength index 
(SI ) . 7 
Arm Strength = ( push-ups + pull-ups ) (Wef5ht + height - 60 ) 
SI = 1. 27 (leg strength ) + 1. 19 ( arm strength ) + 544 
Next, the PFI was computed by the following formula s 
PFI = strength index x 100 
strength index norm 
Strength Index Norm i s  a norm based upon the individual ' s  age , height , 
weight , and sex. This simplified method of computing the . PFI was employed 
in treating the data collected. 
6
c1arke , loc . cit . , P •  14 
7carlton R .  Meyers and T .  Erwin Blesh , Measurement in Physical 
Education (New York s Ronald Press C ompany, i962) ,  P •  202 . 
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The bench jump. Agility and. explosivene ss was te sted by the use 
of the bench jump te st . A bench _ eighteen and one .... ha1f . inches· high and 
seven inche s wide wa s used for the te st • . The subjects were. instructed 
to stand on one side of the bench until given. the comm.and to start . · 
They then jumped over the bench and landed on the oppo site sj_de , being 
sure to touch both fe.et on the noor. As soon a s  both fe.et had touched · 
the floor, . they would jump back to the starting side of
.
the bench • . The 
subjects repeated this proces s ,  ma.king sure both feet had touched the 
floor , as  many time s a s po ssible in thirty seconds . Tinie · wa s kept on 
a stop watch calibrated into tenths of a second. . The number of success� 
. 8 9 ful jumps in JO seconds were counted and · recorded. ' 
Mea surement of cardiovascular fitne s s .  Cardiova scular fitne s s  
wa s· . measured by the maximal oxygen uptake · te st .  The technique f'or 
mea suring maximal oxygen uptake wa s a modification of the te st recommended · 
· . by Dill. lo A Monark bicycle ergometer was used to perform the .bout of 
work . · The re si stance on the ergometer was started at �ero and increa sed· 
. 5 kilograms per minute thereafter until .the subject was exhausted and 
could pedal no further. The di stance from the bicycle s�at to . the pedals . · 
was set · s o  a s  to allow the subject to extend hi s legs in the down pedal 
. · �y Callahan and Joe Bro"Wn ,  "The University o� Cincinnati ' s  
Winter C onditioning Program, " Summer Manual. The Ame�can Football 
Coache s  Association ,  1968. 
. 
· 9vic Rapp , "Physical Fitne s s  for Football, " Summer Manual , The 
. Amertcan Football C oache s As sociation , 1966. 
IOD. B .  Dill , "Asse ssment of Work Performance , "  The Journal of 
Sports Medi cine and Physical Fitne s s ,  6 s  J-8, Viarch , . 1966 • . 
position. Each subject pedaled to the beat of a metronome set at 60-
cycle revolutions per minute • 
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. A no se clamp wa s applied to the subject so that he could not inhale 
or exhal.e through hi s no se . A mouthpiece was held between hi s teeth and 
was c onnected to an Oti s-McKerrow valve through which all inhaled and 
expired air pa s sed. A plastic tube 38 cm. in diameter wa s attached to an 
outlet at the top of the valve and connected to a three-way valve , which 
in turn was attached to a CD4 Dry Ga s  Meter ,  which mea sured ga s volume . 
Atmospheric air wa s inhaled and pa ssed through an opening in the bottom 
of the Oti s-McKerrow valve into the subject ' s  mouth . The exhaled air wa s 
directed by the valve in the mouthpiece through a plastic tube , pa st a 
three-way valve , into the CD4 Dry Ga s M ter,  and finally into - a mixing 
chamber. A small electric ·pump wa s u sed · to draw sample s of the expired 
air into three liter sample bags .  The ga s sample s were analyzed for 
oxygen and carbon dioxide content by a Godard Pulmo-analyzer . 
Measurements were taken only during t e la st thirty seconds of 
each minute . A H. euer stopwatch wa s used to measure the time of the 
expired air , and a Gralab Universal timer was used to time the one-minute 
increa ses in the work load for the subject s .  Barometric pre s sure wa s 
recorded and expired ga s temperature readings were taken with the u se of 
· a centigrade . thermometer attached to the CD4 three-way valve . The se 
readings were used to correct the ga s volume measurements to STPD ( 0  de­
gree centigrade temperature , 760 millimeters atmospheric pre s sure free of 
water vapor) . The subjects were rete sted in the maximum oxygen uptake 
was not reached during the exerci se . Indications of not reaching one ' s  
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riia.ximal oxygen uptake occur when the re spiratory - quotient i s  le ss · - than . 
1 . 00 . and' the oxygen uptake for two succe s sive work loads i s  more than 
150 milliters per minute . 
Procedure for Collection of Data 
All te sting took place in the South Dakota State University 
gymna sium a.nd Human Performance Laboratory. When being te sted, all 
subject s wore gym shorts and wrestling shoe s .  Prior to the. fir.st te st,_ 
the subjects were given a brief orientation of the . study and the 
te sting . procedure s .  
On te sting date s ,  the subjects were te sted either before o:r e. t  a 
time well after wrestling practice . Thi s procedure wa s followed to 
make certain that fatigue from the wre stling practice did not affect 
the te st result s .  
All te st s ,  except the cardiova scular fitne s s  te st- , were given on 
the same day with ample re st between each test to insure good perform­
ance s .  The te sts were given in the order of weight , body �at , leg 
dynamometer te st , push-up s ,  bench jump , and finally pull-ups .  
The Wre stling Sea son 
. The subjects had no special conditioning program other than the 
type practiced by the head wre stling coach at South Dakota State Univer­
sity. Wre stling practice officially began October 19 , 1970 , and term­
inated . March 14 , 1971 , with the NCAA -Wre stling Tournament which marked 
the end of the competitive sea son . There was a Chri stmas holiday 
vacation pei'iod within this sea son la sting from December 20,  1970 , until 
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January 3 ,  1971 , at whi ch time no organized practice se s si on s  were held . 
Practice wa s held every day with the exception of the days during 
Chri stma s holiday vacation ,  on the days that matche s were held , and on 
days during weekends.  Each practice se ssion started promptly at 4100 p .m. 
and la sted approximately ninety minute s .  A typical practice included a 
general losening and warming up period , with calisthenic s and running 
la sting approximately fifteen minute s .  After thi s warm-up period , 
various maneuver s  were introduced , demonstr�ted, and practiced for 
approximately thirty minutes .  The remaining thirty t o  forty-five 
minute s included conditi oning and practice wre stling bout s .  N o  special 
diet s  were given to the subjects for weight lo ss and control . Methods 
of weight reduction were tho se practiced by the wre stling team. The se 
methods were dieting , running ,  wre stling workout s and wearing sweat 
suit s . 
The competitive sea son started on November 28, 1970 , and la sted 
until March 14, 1971. Each member wre stled approximately 15-25 matche s 
during thi s period.  Table rf in Appendix A li sts the 1970-71 wre stling 
schedule . 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS-
Organization of the Data for Analysi s 
The purpose of thi s  inve stigation was to study the physi ological 
effects of a sea son of intercollegiate wrestling upon weight , percent 
body fat , muscular strength and endurance ,  agility and explosivene s s ,· and 
cardiovascular fitne s s .  
The data were organized to permit analysis o f  physiologi cal 
change s that took place in wre stlers during the competitive sea son .  Sub-
jects were te sted for all parameters except cardiova scular fitne s s. be-
tween October 12-14, 1970 (Te st I ) ; during the week before the · opening of 
wre stling practice , November 26-28, 1970 ( Te st II ) ;  January 5-7 ,  i971 
( Te st III ) ; February 9-11 , 1971 (Test IV ) ;  March 9-11, 1971 ( Te st V ) ,  
and the final te st data were collected five weeks after completion of 
competiti on for each subject ( Te st VI ) .  Data were collected for 
cardiovascular fitne ss on November 22-26, 1970 (Te st I )  and February 2-6, 
1971 (Te st II ) ;  and the third te st being taken five weeks after c om-
pleti on of competition for each subject . 
Table II indicate s the mean score s for all parameters on each ·spe-
cific te sting data . Raw data for all parameters are found in Appendix B . 
The specific stati stical treatment which was applied to the data 
wa s the analysi s  of variance technique a s  outlined by Bruning and Kintz .
1 
lJame s L .  Bruning and B .  L .  Kintz , C omputation Handbook of 
Stati stic s  (Atlanta & Scott ,  Fore sman and Company, 1968) , PP • 42+--47 . 
JJ . 
An e1ectronic computer was used for data analysis to facilitate :speed and · 
accuracy. The • 05 level of c onfidence wa.s the minimal level of · signi fi -
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TABLE OF MEANS 
Test Te st 
II III 
1 55. 80 1_54. 60 
lOe lO 10. 70 
1084. 00 1180. 00 
24. 40 27. 20 
lJ . 40 14. 20 
40. 00 43. 00 




Te st Te st 
r.v v 
152.40 1.51. 60 
9. 50 9 . 90 
1146. oo 1182 . 00 . 
25. 60 24. 40 
12. 40 lJ. 40 
44. 20 44. oo 
















Anal;ysi s of Data ·. 
The re sults of the analysi s of variance stati stics for all para­
meter s are shown in Table III . Four of the parameters studied changed 
· signi.ficantly throughout the season as indicated by F._ratio s  larger than · 
2.71 .  These variable s were weight , percent body fat , push-ups ,  and 
bench jump . Figure s 1, 2 ,  J, and 4 , respectively, show _the mean graphic · 
change s · of the se variable s throughout the season .  The simplified PFI , 
. shown on Figure 5 ,  approached the . 05 level �f eonfidence a s , indicated 
by an F of 2. 63 compared to the required F of 2.71.  Stati stically, leg 
strength , pull-ups ,  and maximal oxygen uptake were not significant . The 
means for the se parameter s  are graphed in Figure s 6, 7 ,  and 8. 
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Sum of 
d . f .  Squares 
4 .5449 . JJ 
5 . 451 . 77 
20 389. 07 . 
4 97 . 92 
5 20 . 56 
20 14. 37 
4 Jl2286 . 67 
5 73656 . 67 
20 479593. 33 
4 211.47 
5 101. 07 
20 96. 93 
4 1 . 80 
5 9. 60 
20 29. 40 
. .  4 :no. 53 
5 101 . 10 
20 147. 07 
4 J88. 24 
5 781. 94 
20 1187 . 51 
3 19. 80 
2 126. 38 
6 122 . 45 
Mean 
Square 
1J62 . JJ 
90 . 35 
19 . 45 ' 
24 .. 48 




23979 . 67 
52 . 87 
20. 21 
4 . 85 
. 45 
1 . 92 
1 . 47 
82 . 6J 
. 20i22 
7 . 35 
97 . 06 
156 . 39 
59. 38 
6 . 60 
6J. 19 
20 . 41 
*F . 05 5( /20 )  = 2 . 71 :  F . 01 ( 5/20 )  = 4. 10 ; F . 05 (2/6) = 5 . 1
4 
35 
F *  
4. 65 
5 . 79 
· . 61 
4 . 18 
1 . 31 
2 . 75 
2 . 6J 
3. 10 
190 
w . 185 
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BODY WEIGHT a MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
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FIGURE 2 
PERCENT BODY FAT : MEAN AND STANDARD· DEVIATION 
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PUSH-UPS : MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 




I 135. 00 
p . lJ0 . 00 
E 125. 00 
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T 110. 00 
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SIMPLIFIED PFI : MEAN. AND 
STAI'JDARD DEVIATION 
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LEG STRENGTH a MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
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FIGURE 7 
PULL-UPS : MEAN AND 
STANDARD DEVIATION 
FOR EACH TEST 
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Di scussion of Re sult s 
Of the eight variable s analyzed in this investigation , four . 
changed significantly during the season. The signifi_cant change s were . 
found i'n weight , percent body fat , push-ups ,  and the bench jump . Although · 
not significant , the simplified PFI approached significance a s . ·indicated 
by an F of 2 . 63 compared to the required 2 . 71 value . 
Figure l reveals that the significant change found in weight wa s . 
in a gradual , but steady, decline throughout. the season. A mean weight . 
loss of 5 . 32 pounds occurred from Te st I to Te st II .  · The investigator 
felt that thi s was a relatively low weight loss bec�use of two main rea­
sons. First , the wrestlers had been working out prior to the start of 
the wre stlinK sea son a.nd already would have lost some weight .�s a result 
of their pre- season conditioning. Second, weight loss wa s not the 
primary concern for the wre stlers in the early part of the season• . The 
mean weight difference between Tests  II and III was 1 . 20 pounds , a fact 
which indicates that the wrestlers were just maintaining their weight 
over the Chri stmas holiday vacation period, which fell between Test s  Ir 
and III . The total loss in weight from Test I to Te st V was 9 • .52 po.unds . 
This loss of 9 . 52 pounds repre sent s a 5 . 91 percent weight los s .  
Test V showed the lowe st weight loss throughout the season. Thi s 
reduction in weight can be attributed to the fact that weight los s . i s  of 
. major importance in order for the participant to compete in a certain 
weight cla s s �  Weight then had a sharp increa se on Test VI because thi s 
. was given five weeks after the season . Tipton and Tcheng reported a 
6. 8-pound decrea se throughout a wrestling sea son which wa s als
o followed 
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by a sharp increa se in weight gained after the season had ended. 2 In 
their study it was reported that an average of lJ . 6  pounds of weight 
was gained by the wrestlers after the season ended. J This weight. gain 
was attributed to the fact that the rigorous conditioning program had 
ended and the wrestlers were able to resume their normal eating habits .  
A look at the means of percent body fat in Figure 2 reveals that 
· the significant F-ratio found for thi s variable was not caused by 
in-season changes ,  'but the increase in perc-ent body fat after the season 
had been completed. The subjects began the season with relatively low 
percent body fat and showed only minor fluctuations during the season .  
In Test VI ,  however , a 2 . 26 percent gain was found from Test v .  This  
percent body fat increa se was attributed to  the fact that the rigorous 
conditioning program had been completed and the wrestlers were able to 
resume their normal eating habits .  
· In comparing the percent body fat found in  the present study to  
other reports ,  an initial percent fat of 9.70 is considered low .  In a 
study by Ball on football players, the initial percent body fat was 
12. 51.
4
. Eidsness reported an initial 9 . 5  percent body �at on basketball 
2charles Tipton and T se-Kia Tcheng , "Iowa Wrestling Study, 
Weight Loss in High Sch o ol Student s , "  Journal of American Medical 
Association , 214 1 1269-1274,  November 16 , 1970 . 
3rbid. 
. 
4rhoma s Arthur Ball "Change s i n  the Physical C ondition of C ollege 
Football Player s Throughou� a Competitive Sea son , " (Unpublished Ma ster ' s  
thesis, South Dakota State University, Brookings ,  1971) , PP • 1-59 .  
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players . 5 C ook reported a 11 . 48 initial percent body fat on swimmers . 6 
The ave rage percent body fat found for a general male colle ge population 
wa s 14. 69 percent . 7 The significant change found in the pre sent study 
differ s  from re sults reported by C ook , Ball , and Eidsne s s , s , 9 , lo Their 
studie s ,  h owever ,  dealt with swimming , football , and ba ske tball teams 
where weight loss is n ot such a vital factor as it is in wre stling . 
Push-ups ,  which mea sure upper arm and shoulder girdle muscular 
endurance , changed significantly throughout the study, and Figure J 
reveals the mean change s .  The re wa s a steady increa se i n  push-ups from 
pre- season to mid-sea son (Te st III ) . There wa s a decline in numbe r  from 
Test III to the end of the sea son ( Te st V) . From Test V to Te st VI the 
subjects increa sed in the number of push-ups .  
The gains i n  push-ups experienced early i n  th e  sea son may reflect 
the type of conditioning program followed . At the onset of the sea son ,  
5J ohn Lee Eidsne s s ,  " The Effects of a C ollegiate Ba sketball Sea son 
on Sele cted Fitne ss Mea surements" ( Unpubli shed Ma ster ' s  the si s ,  South 
Dakota State Univer sity , Brooking s ,  1971 ) ,  PP •  1-46 . 
. 6william Ge orge C ook , .. The Physiological Effect s of a Sea son of 
Varsity Swimming C ompetition and Training on Selected �odily Re spon se s 
of Swimmer s "  ( Unpubli shed Ma ster ' s  the si s ,  South Dakota State University ,  
Brooking s ,  1971 ) , PP •  l- 8J . 
7Jack H.  Wilmore and Albert R. Behnke , "An Anthropometric E stima­
tion of Body Density and Lean Body Weight in Young Men , " J ournal of 
Applied Physi ology, 27 1 25-Jl , July , 1969 . 
8 C ook , loc . cit . 
9Ball , loc . cit . 
lOEidsne s s ,  loc . cit . 
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the re ssing or strength and endurance could have contributed to the . 
increase .in scores .  Decrease s which came i n  T e sts !.V and V may be 
attributed to the fact that thi s part of the sea son is the most 
strenuous and that the greate st percent weight loss also · occurred · at 
this ime . Te st VI shows an increa se in push-up s· which were admini stered 
five eek s  after the sea son wa s completed. The wre stlers had then re­
gained their weight as well as their strength and endurance . Polo and 
Wil report significant gains in strength �nd endurance following a 
wrestl.ing sea son. 11 • 12 
The bench jump , which measured agility and explosivene ss , changed 
signi..:[icantly throughout the sea son . .  Figure 4 shows a gradual increase 
thro out the season,  reaching its peak in Test VI .  Agility �nd ex-
plod enes s  increased possibly because the se skills are important to 
wre st.1ers and are c onstantly worked on in practice. Also such skills may 
have • proved because of repetition throughout the sea son . Smith stated 
from hi. s  study that agility can be significantly improved through drills .13 
Ball al. so found significant improvements in agility and explosivene ss 
. 14 throughout a sea son of competitive football . 
llJohn Franci s Polo , "Strength Change s of Collegiate Wre stlers 
During and Following Their C ompetitive Season" (Unpubli shed Ma ster ' s  
. thesis. Montana State University,  1964 ) , PP • 1-43. 
12Lloyd D Wil son "Change s in the Physical Status of High School 
Wrest1ers s · Brou�ht About by Dec onditioning "  (Unpubli shed Ma ster ' s 
thesi , South Dakota State Univer sity , Brookings ,  197
1 ) , PP • 1-61 . 
13Richard Charle s Smith , "The Effect s  of Selected Drills Upon the 
Improvement of Agility" (Unpubli shed Ma ster ' s  thesi s ,  · South Dakota State 
UniverSity, Brookings ,  1971 ) , PP • 1-95 · 
14.sall ,  loc . cit . 
The simplified PFI was not significant , although it approached 
· the . 05 level of significance. Leg strength and pull-ups, which were 
components of the simplified PFI , also were not significant. Patterns 
of mean scores for these three parameters were very similar and are 
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shown on Figures 5, 6, and 7. Scores on these three performance measures 
showed an increase from Test I to Test III , with the peak score s coming 
at Test III. All three showed a decrease in Test IV, possibly because · 
this part of the season is the hardest , with a slight increa se at Te�t V 
indicating a leveling off or peak period . Test VI scores ·Show a decrease 
in simplified PFI and pull-ups which possibly resulted because it was 
given. five weeks after the season had been completed • . Leg strength 
increased . slightly on Test VI .  The physical :Citness level decreased , 
although it was still higher than the pre-season test. Ball ' s  study also 
showed no significant changes in leg strength throughout an entire season 
of football ; however , he did find significant increases throughout the 
footpall season in pull-ups.
15 Eidsness found significant changes in leg 
. 16 
strength in a positive direction over a complete season of basketball. 
On the other hand , Cook found no significant changes in leg strength 
throughout a swimming season .
17 
Figure 8 shows that no signi ficant changes occurred in cardio-
vascular fitness as measured by maximum Voz (ml/kg/min. ) Tests I and II 
16Eidsness, loc. cit. 
17cook , loc. cit. 
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were given during the season , and Test III , five weeks . after the sea son. 
The score on Test I indicates that the wre stlers achieved good cardio- · 
vascular fitnes s  in the early part of the season,  but that it . steadily 
· decreased a s  the season progressed. The level of cardiovascular fitness  
was· considered good by the inve stigator because the mean score at  Test I 
was higher ·than scores reported by Swisher,  Brynte son , and Eidsne s s .18,19,20 
Swi sher reported an initial 49 . 60 (rril/kg/min. ) for male college fre shmen. 
Brynte son showed a 42 . 26 (ml./kg/min . ) for an adult male population , and 
Eidsne s s  found .54. 56 (ml/kg/min. ) for basketball players . Test III shows 
a further decrease a s  was expected since the wrestling season was com-
pleted and conditioning had ceased. Thi s decrease during the season 
agre e s. wit conclusions reached by Riedman, Bock , . and Elfenbaum, who 
state that there i s  a reduced maximum oxygen uptake with weight re­
duction. 21 , 22 , 23 These conclusions seem to differ , however from tho se 
18Joel Austin Swi sher, "The Effects of Selected Training Intensi­
tie s  and Durations on Improvement and Maintenance of Cardiore spiratory 
Fitne s s" (Unpublished Ma ster ' s thesi s ,  South Dakota State University, 
Brookings ,  1970 ) , PP • 1-90 . 
19Paul Brynteson,  ttThe Effect s of Training Frequencie s . on
 the Re.;. 
f.ention of Cardi ova scular Fitne s s , " (Unpublished Doctor the si s , 
Springfi eld C ollege , Springfield , 1969 ) , PP • 1-155. 
20Eidsne ss ,  loc . cit. 
2lsarah R. Riedman ,  The PhysiologY of Work and Play, (New York : 
�enry Holt C ompany , 1956) , P • 441 . 
22W'illiam Bock "'£he Effects of Dehydration Upon the Cardi o­
Re spiratory Endurance ' of Wre stlers" ( Unpubli shed Ph . D.  the si s ,  Ohio 
State University, C olumbus , 1965) , PP • 1-64, 
23Loui s · Elfenbaum "The Physiological Effect s. of Rapid We
i ght Lo s s  
Among Wre stle r s "  ( Unpubii shed Ma ster ' s the si s ,  Ohio State University, 
Columbus , 1966 ) ,  pp . 1-110 . 
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drawn by Ball, Eidsness, . and Astrand. 24 • 25• 26 · Ball reported no change ; 
Eidsness showed an increase and a leveling off ; and Astrand stated that 
cardiovascular oonait:toh· ·��� be significantly improved with athletic 
training and conditioning. 
A study of the variables investigated revealed that a common 
pattern wa·s . emerging, with weight reduction being a key factor. The mean 
weight loss from Test I to Test III was 6. 52 pounds, this being a 4. 05 
percent decrease in their mean weight. During this period. all perform-
ance variables, except cardiovascular fitness, showed a steady increase • . 
The. mean weight loss from Test I to Test J}l was 8. 72 pounds, a 
weight loss of . 5. 4� percent. Also from Test III to Test IV , four out of 
five of . the performance variables began to decrease. This decrease may 
indicate that a weight loss of 4. 05 percent does not adversely affect · 
the performance of' a wrestler. Beyond this point, however, the gains 
which resulted from .the early season wrestling practices and conditioning, 
began to deteriorate with a weight loss of 5. 41 percent. 
From the findings of this study, it is indicated that weight loss 
beyond a 4. 05 percent tends to affect other variables. ;Elfenbaum stated 
that weight · ·reduction beyond a J .  98 percent was very hazardous. 27 · The 
2LL.. . -"' .tlall , loc • cit. 
25Eidsness, loc. cit • 
. 26P. o.  Astrand, "Mea surement of Maximal Aerobic Capacity, " 
Canadian Medi cal A s sociation Journal , 96 : 723-724� March, 1967. · 
27 Elfenbaum, loc. cit. 
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re sult s .from this study tend .to agree with Elfenbaum. T-ut.tle state s that · 
weight loss  of more than five percent i s  unde sirable . 28 Finding s  of thi s . 
study also agree with Tuttle . Englund stated that physical efficiency i s  
not affected by a 4.41 percent loss of weight , 29 The results found in 
thi s study are in close agreement with Englund. Gillum found that 
· wre stlers who reduced their body weight from two to four pounds tended 
to increa se th�ir strength , speed, and chances of winning. Re sults of 
this  study are also in agreement with Gillrim. 30 However ,  Singer and 
Weiss,  Tipton and Tcheng , and Schuster all state that weight los s  can be 
made up to seven percent , 31 , 32 , 3.3 The findings of thi s inve stigation- , 
however,  are in di sagreement with . the findings of those studie s .  
28w, W, Tuttle , 0The Effect s of Weight Loss by Dehydration and the 
Withholding of Food on the Physiological Response s  of Wre stlers,  .. 
Re search Quarterly, 14 s l58-166, March , 1943. 
29John H ,  Englund, "A Comparative Study of Cardiovascular . · 
Adjustment to Rapid and Extreme Weight Reduction in College Wre stlers" 
(Unpubli shed Doctor of Ed ,  di ssertation, Colorado State · C ollege ,  Greeley, 
1962 ) ,  PP • 1-46 , 
JOOlden C ,  Gillum, "The .Effect s of Weight Reduction on the Bodily 
Strength of Wre stlers" (Unpublished Ma ster ' s  the si s ,  Ohio State Uni.ver;... 
sity, C olumbus , 1940) , PP • 1-52 . 
31Robert N ,  Singer and Steven A. Wei s s ,  "Effects of Weight · 
. Reduction on Selected Anthropometric , Physical and Per.formance Mea sure s 
. .  · of Wre stlers , " Re search Quarterly, 39 , 361-369 ,  May, 1968.  
· 32Tipton and Tcheng , loc . cit , 
33Abraham z ,  Schuster , "The Effect s of Rapid Weight Reducti on on 
· the Endurance and Performance of Wre stlers" ( Unpubli shed Master ' s  the si s ,  
Pennsylvania State University , University Park, 19.54) , PP • 1-36 . 
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The hypothesis  of .this investigation that no ohanges would take 
place in :weight , · percent body fat , muscular strength and endurance ,  
agility and explosivenes s ,  and cardiovascular fitness  th?"oughout a sea�on 
of co�petitive wrestling cannot be totally accepted. The null hypothesis  
in regard to weight , percent body fat , muscular strength and endurance 
as  measured by push-ups , and agility and explosiveness as  measured by 
the bench jump i s  rejected ; the null hypothesis  for the remaining four 
· para.mete.rs i s  retained as  stated , 
CHAP'rER V 
SUMMARY, COIJCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Sum.mary of the Study 
The purpo se of thi s inve stigation was to study the physi ological 
effect s of a sea son of interc ollegiate wre stling upon weight , percent 
body fa.t , muscular strength and enduranc.e , agility a.rid eicplo si vene s s , 
and cardi ovascular fitne ss. 
Twelve freshman and var sity wre stlers of the 1970-71 South Dakota 
· State University Wrestling Team were originally selected a s  sub ject s  :for · 
thi s study. · The subject s were chosen by the head wre stling coach at 
South Dakota. Sta.ta University _ an� the inve stigator on the ba si s of 
iridiVidual won-los s  records of the 1969-70 sea son and their predicted 
participati on in varsity competition during the 1970'."971 sea son . For 
final t e st purpose s ,  however , only :five of the original twelve subject s  
were used because :four quit the wrestling team for variou s rea son s , one 
because he le:ft school , one because he had wrestled a total of only two 
mat che s on the junior varsity level , and one because h� c ontinued 
training for international c ompetition following the wre stling sea son . 
- The subject s  were te sted on six occasions on all variable s except 
cardi ova scular :fitne s s .  The first te st wa s given during the week pri or 
to .the opening of wre stling practice , October 12-14 ; 1971 , and approxi­
mately· five week s elap sed between te st s ,  the final test being given five 
week s  after the completion of compet.it:i on for each subject . Cardiova scu- , 
lar fitne s s  wa s mea SU:red on three occa sions : November 22-26 ,  19?1 ; 
· February 2-6 ,  1972 , and five weeks · after the completion of competition 
for each . . subject . The data on cardiova scular fitne ss of one subject were 
not included in the final analysis because the subject had t o  be re� 
te sted , but the inve stigator had allowed too much time to elap se before 
computing the te st re stilts after the te st to have a makeup te st valid. 
Te st s  used to measure the parameters included weight and skinfold 
·me a surement s for body fat , push-ups and pull-ups for muscular strength 
and endurance ,  the bench jump for agility and explo sivene s s ,  and maximal 
oxygen uptake for cardiova scular fitnes s .  
Data were collected and recorded i:h such a manner that chang.e s in 
any of the parameters measured could be analyzed. Analysi s of variance 
·stati stj.c s  wa s applied to the se data • The • 05 level of c onfidence wa s 
accepted a s  the minimal level needed in order for the null hypothe si s  ·to  
be rejected. 
The analysi s of data indicated significant change s in weight 1. per-
cent body fat , muscular strength , and agility and explosivene s s .  Change s 
throughout the sea son on the simplified PFI were not significant , but did 
approach the level of significance . Leg strength and muscular endurance 
showed no significant change s .  Ma.xi.mum oxygen uptake . snowed"" a '· ·steady 
decrea se in cardiovascular condition in the three te st s  given . 
C onclusions 
Within the limitations of thi s inve stigation the following 
conclusi ons were drawn a 
1. A weight lo ss of 4 ,  05 perc�nf'. 'd:i1 ·1.1ot' adversely affect the 
performance of a wrestler
. 
on :selected fi·t�·measure s .  A general 
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deterioration in the variables measured, . however,  did occur, with a 5 . 41 
percent weight los s .  
2.  General increases were fotind in  the physical condition of  
the wrestlers from pre-season to  mid-season. The physical c-ondi ti on . 
then showed a general leveling off or moderate decrease from mid-season 
to the end of the seasono · 
Recommendations for Further Stud 
Based on the findings of thi s investigation , the inve stigator 
proposes the following recommendations for further study: 
1. That a similar study be completed utilizing more · subject s. and 
involving participants from all weight classes . 
2 .  That testing data be collected at a time when subjects are 
at their lowest weight in order to have a more complete and accurate 
picture of the parameters measured. 
30 That a similar study be completed utilizing data from at 
least six test s  which measure maximum oxygen uptake. 
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WRESTLING SCHEDULE 1970-1971 · 
Opponent 
Kansas State 
Southwe st Minne sota 
· University of South Dakota 
Augu stana C ollege 
University of Nebraska 
United State s Naval Academy 
University of Mi ssouri 
University of Minne sota 
Southwe st Minne sota State 
Universi ty of Minn . (Morri s ) 
Thirteen Team Tournament 
University of Northern Iowa 
Winona State C ollege 
University of North Dakota 
North Dakota State University 
Mankato State C ollege 
North Central C onference Tourn. 
NCAA C ollege Divi sion Tourn . 
62 
Location 
Brooking s ,  s. D. 
Vermilli on , s. D·. 
Brookings ,  s .  D. 
Lincol.ri , Nebra ska 
Brookings ,  s . .n. 
Mar shall , Minn . 
Brooking s ,  s . · D .  
Springfield , Mo . 
C edar Falls , Ia . 
Brooking s ,  s . . D. 
Grand Fork s , N .  D .  
. Farg o , N. D .  
Brooking s ,  s .  D .  
Cedar Falls ,  Ia . 
Fargo . N . D. 
Subjects 
D. J .  
D .  s .  
G .  P .  
K .  E .  
M .  E .  
MEAN 













RAW DATA FOR WEIGHT 
Test Test 






155. 80 154. 60 
17 . 91 1J. 6J 
63 
. Test Test Test 
IV v VI 
146 142 164 
135 132 . 135 
161 165 169 
150 �50 167 
170 169 172 
152 . 40 151 . 60 161 .40 
lJ • .54 15 . 49 15 . 04  
Te st 
Subject s I 
D. J. 8. 9 
D. s. 12. 6  
. G . p . 8. 6 
K .  B 10 . 1  
M. E .. 8.4 
MEAli 9 . 7 0  
S.  D 1 . 74 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE VI 
RAW DATA FOR PERCENT BODY FAT 
Te st Te st - Te st 
II III IV 
9 . 3  11. 0  8. 7 
12 .4 13. 7  12 . 9  
10 . 8  10 . 4  9. 3 
10. 2  10. 7 9.4 
7 . 6  7 . 7  7 . 1  
10. 10 10. 70 9 . 50 
1. 78 2 . 13 2 . 12 
· Test Test 
v · VI 
8. 7 . 13. 5 
14. o  14. 6  
10. 3 10. 9  
9 . 4  12� 7 . 
7 . 3 8. 1. 
9 . 90 n. 96 
2 . 52 2 . 55 
Test 
Subjects I 
D. J. 920 
D. s. 860 
· G .  P .  1460 
K .  E.  1230 
M. E .  940 
MEAN 1082 
S. D.  255. 19 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE VII 
RAW DATA FOR LEG STRENGTH 
(Pounds Pulled) 
Test Test Test 
II III - IV 
n6o · ll30 1080 
900 960 1070 
1200 1240 1030. 
1180 1240 1200 
980 1330 1350 
1084 1180 1146 











196. 27 197 . 15 
Te st Test 
· Subject s I II 
D, J ,  20 25 
D, s. 24 JO 
G, P .  19 22 
K ,  E •  23 21 
M. E .  21 24 
MEAN 22 . 40 . 24. 40 
s. D .  2 . 07 
APPENDIX B · 
TABLE VIII 








27 . 20 









J. 79 . 
66 







24 . 40 26. 20 
4 . 83 3 . 63 
Test Test 
Subjects I II 
D. J . 12 14 
D .  s • . 14 14 
G .  P .  13 12 
K .  E .  13 14 
. M.  E .  12 13 
MEAN · 12 . 80 lJ. 40 
s .  D.  . 84  . 89 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE IX 
RAW DATA FOR PULL-UPS 
Test Test . 




14 · 12 
15 14 
14. 20 12 .40 
. 84  1 . 52 
. 67 





14 . 11 
14 12 
13.40 lJ. 00 




RAW DATA FOR BENCH JUMP 
( Jumps for JO sec onds ) 
Te st Te st Test Te st Te st Te st 
· subject s I II III IV v VI 
.D. J .  41 36 42 44 43 46 
D. s .  40 38 38 39 J4 39 
G . P .  38 40 44 46 46 48 
K .  E.  44 41 42 41 44 43 
M. E. 42 45 49 51 53 50 
. MEAN 41. 00 40. 00 43. 00 44.20 44. oo 45. 20 
s .  D.  2 . 24 3 . 39 4. oo 4 . 66 6 . 82 4. 32 
. �· � . 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE XI 
RAW DATA SCORES FOR SIMPLIFIED PHYSICAL FITNESS INDEX . (PFI ) 
SUBJECTS 
· n . J .  
D. s. 
G. P .  
K .  E .  
M. E .  
S �  D .  
T e st 
1 




92 . 97 
101 . 38 









. 7 . 23 
Te st 
III 


















107 . 10 
121 . 60 
102 . 6ff 
115 . 00 





107 . 83 
111 . 14 
103. 36 
112 . 01 .· 
lZ-2 . 01 
111 . 27 





·RAW DATA FOR MAXIMUM Vo2 (ml/kg/min) 
Te st Te st Te st 
Subjects I II . III 
D. J .- 59. 19 50 . 67 . 53 . 51 . 
D. s .  ----- ----- - ---- ' 
. G .  P .  62 . 14 51. 05 56. 69 
· K .• E .  57 . 80 52 . 05 49. 21 
M. E .  57. 44 60. 56 46 • .36 
.MEAN 59. 14 53. 58 51 . 44· 
s .  D. . 2 . 14 4. 90 4. 57 
